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Cal State Prof Wrote Castration Porn Cited by WPATH
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One of the main contributors to the World
Professional Association for Transgender
Health’s (WPATH) “Eunuch Archive” of
sadomasochistic fiction sounds like a
character in a Thomas Harris novel —
perhaps a deranged patient of
psychiatrist Hannibal “The Cannibal” Lecter.

A retired professor at California State
University, Chico (CSU Chico), Thomas
Johnson is a key contributor to pornographic
stories about castrating children and turning
them into sex slaves.

The latest from Reduxx is one of a series of
highly disturbing reports. The website
reveals those involved with WPATH and the
deranged march to mutilate kids who think
they’re the “wrong sex.”

The “Eunuch Archive”
Two years ago Reduxx disclosed several academics contributing to the sickening “Eunuch Archive.” The
archive “hosts nearly 10,000 ‘erotic’ stories of an extreme sadomasochistic nature.” As well, the archive
features a forum ”to provide support and community to men who identify as ‘eunuchs,’ and seek to be
or are already castrated.”

But the Reduxx probe revealed something else. WPATH’s “Standards of Care 8” includes the fake
concept of “eunuch gender identity” that directly refers to the “Eunuch Archive.” 

“Though members of the deranged forum attempted to remain anonymous, Reduxx was able to unmask
some of the top contributors and administrators, learning that at least three of them were academics
with direct ties to WPATH,” the website continued:

One, Richard J. Wassersug, has for over 20 years used the alias “Eunuchunique”on the
forum. Wassersug was an Honorary professor in the Department of Cellular and
Physiological Sciences at the University of British Columbia, but has also been affiliated
with Dalhousie and La Trobe Universities.

Another, Krister H. Willette, who has been active in the community since 1998, uses the
screen name “Kristoff.” 

And now Reduxx has unmasked Johnson, a professor emeritus at CSU Chico’s Department of
Anthropology. He is “arguably the most well-regarded” of the pervert gang.

His blasphemous nom de plume is “Jesus.” And he participated in “ghostwriting disturbing fantasies
about castrating boys under his anonymous screen name.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hannibal_Lecter
https://reduxx.info/top-trans-medical-association-collaborated-with-castration-child-abuse-fetishists/
https://reduxx.info/exclusive-california-gender-academic-inspired-pedophilic-fantasy-on-castrating-enslaving-young-boys/
https://thenewamerican.com/author/r-cort-kirkwood/?utm_source=_pdf
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Johnson’s Sadomachistic Tale
One “original nightmare by Jesus,” the website reported, “is written in an imaginary future where the
law allows any adult to ‘sell himself or herself, or any parent to sell a child over the age of 10.’”

The narrator, a pedophile slave trader, “buys ‘attractive’ children from destitute mothers following the
abolishment of government assistance. While employing heavily racist tropes, the narrator purchases
the titular character, a 10-year-old Black child, from his impoverished mother.”

The narrator buys black kids from the “projects” from drug-addicted and single mothers.

“Not even halfway into the story, the 10-year-old child is put in chains and iron restraints before being
castrated without anesthetic,” the website reported.

Frighteningly, “Johnson also encouraged site members to submit fantasies of castrating children in a
dystopian setting wherein eugenics had become enforced by the government.” In Johnson’s evil fantasy,
children would be “sterilized” if deemed unfit to reproduce.

But the bogus “eunuch identity” Johnson pushes is too much even for the disturbed individuals involved
in WPATH, Reduxx observed:

Newly released internal records show that many WPATH members opposed the inclusion of
the “eunuch” chapter in the most recent Standards of Care. The records were presented in
the legal dispute Boe v. Marshall, taking place in the District Court of Alabama, which seeks
to prohibit the medical “transitioning” of minors.

Heavily redacted emails exchanged between WPATH members and an anonymized
individual who claims to be the Eunuch chapter lead — a title held by Johnson — show many
questioning the logic behind it. …

[An] individual whose name has been redacted wrote in detail about “very serious
misgivings” regarding the Eunuch recommendations, stating bluntly that the definition of a
eunuch is “a man who has been castrated.”

The writer continues: “There is the creation of a new term, ‘male-to-eunuch gender
dysphoria’, which does not exist in any diagnostic health classification system… The
majority of published reference works in this Chapter stems from one single person, who —
as far as I am aware of, is not a HP [health practitioner].”

“I have been working full-time as a trans health specialist… since 2007. Our Centre has
approximately 3000 current patients and we receive in excess of [one] thousand new
referrals per annum. I have NEVER met a patient who identified as Eunuch and
consequently, I am extremely skeptical about the veracity of this Chapter.”

Pushing Fake Science on College Kids
As Reduxx observed, Johnson has been pushing fake science on college kids for years.

In 2014, at CSU Chico’s Anthropology Forum, Johnson delivered “Behind the Binary: Gender Dysphoria
& Gender Identity.”

On the webpage for his talk, Johnson says he “has surveyed over 3,000 eunuchs —  with eunuch defined
as a biological male whose testicles have been removed or destroyed.”

https://reduxx.info/exclusive-california-gender-academic-inspired-pedophilic-fantasy-on-castrating-enslaving-young-boys/
https://reduxx.info/exclusive-california-gender-academic-inspired-pedophilic-fantasy-on-castrating-enslaving-young-boys/
https://media.csuchico.edu/media/Beyond+the+BinaryA+Gender+Dysphoria+%26+Gender+Identity/0_hvfjwqfb
https://thenewamerican.com/author/r-cort-kirkwood/?utm_source=_pdf
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Yet Johnson “also discusses the presence of eunuchs throughout history. Some were castrated to
become castrati – opera singers who could reach unusually high notes, with a different tone quality
from female-born sopranos. He also notes that, centuries ago, court eunuchs were common in China,
Vietnam, Assyria, Turkey, and other countries.”

But the castrati weren’t just “opera singers.” They were 8- to 10-year old boys whom adults mutilated so
the boys would never have a masculine voice. Their lack of testosterone led to skeletal problems.

The Reduxx report about Johnson’s deviant obsessions followed its detailed look at “Admiral Rachel”
Levine. He pushed WPATH to drop age restrictions for “gender-affirming” care for minors. 

“Gender-affirming” is “transgender” for poisoning kids with hormones of the opposite sex, then
removing their reproductive organs and fashioning fakes.

The stories in the eunuch archive might explain why Levine and his gang are so obsessed with little
kids.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Castrato
https://reduxx.info/exclusive-california-gender-academic-inspired-pedophilic-fantasy-on-castrating-enslaving-young-boys/
https://thenewamerican.com/us/politics/hhss-levine-pushed-trans-group-to-drop-age-restrictions-for-gender-affirming-care/?utm_source=_pdf
https://thenewamerican.com/author/r-cort-kirkwood/?utm_source=_pdf
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